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Facebrick makes for inviting interiors

F

acebrick is as much at home inside
as it is outside and, although it has
more traditionally been used on the
outer walls of homes, it is now making a
strong entrance in interior design.
Initially prized for being durable and
low maintenance, facebrick’s eco-friendly
characteristics make it a particularly
perfect roommate. Its benign qualities
and stable chemical composition promote
healthy living while its proven thermal
properties regulate temperatures without
the elevated energy bills.
However, designers have gone au
naturel for different reasons, including
the fact that the hues and textures of face
brick add a warm and rustic element
to contemporary spaces as diverse as
country kitchens and open plan offices.
According to Corobrik, there are at least
five reasons why face brick is influencing
interior design:
1. Its natural colouring and textures blend
with contemporary interior design
styles: Facebrick combines with a

variety of finishes to add texture and
an earthy quality. Natural materials
such as wood and stone are a natural
fit while face brick combines well
with rich earthy colour palettes and
furnishings and finishes such as woven
rugs, wooden floors, baskets and slate.
2. Facebrick lends contrast: Because it
contrasts with sleek plastered surfaces
and tiles, it is perfect for feature panels
and is used to good effect in creating
accents in open plan spaces or as
backdrops to art works. This is seen
to good effect in commercial spaces
where designers are using different
combinations of walling materials and
finishes such as natural stone with
face brick and rough plaster textures,
exposed steel beams and glass to
individualise them.
3. Facebrick comes with more options:
The Corobrik clay face brick range
offers an extremely wide variety of
colours, shades, shapes, and textures.
Specific colours produced in individual

factories around the country allow
designers to either fully embrace the
natural hues of the region or import
shades and finishes from elsewhere. In
addition, exciting new facebrick colours
– such as Black Brick and White Brick are perfect for monochrome spaces and
strong patterns.
4. Versatility extends beyond the brick:
Standard offset patterns of red bricks
and traditional stretcher bonds are
passé. Imaginative designers are now
incorporating recesses or soldier
coursing and there’s increased use of
flush joints that evoke a more organic
look and feel. Bricks laid in a stack bond
complement linear design elements
while bagged and rough plaster finishes
used in conjunction with face brick
textures add authenticity and charm.
5. Recycling has become a design feature
in itself: The ultimate green feature is reused or repurposed building materials
and clay and face brick recycled from a
previous building certainly fit the bill.
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Geo Cloud is the exclusive distributor
of Interstuhl in South Africa.
Johannesburg Cape Town l +27 (0)11 624 1509
sales@cloudchairs.co.za l www.geocloud.co.za
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We cater to
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hospitality
markets

Corobrik’s facebrick brings warmth to this inviting
contemporary living area

install

Tel: 031 560 3111		

www.corobrik.co.za
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Newly innovated ShutterGuard® Aluminium Security Shutters
have an ergonomically designed shutter lock and louvre lock
system. The stylish, savvy, safety solution for windows or doors
offer security without compromising the aesthetics of your home,
commercial or retail space. Contact us for more information.
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EDITORIAL
BOARD

Editorial Board

D

esigning Ways has undergone
a few changes since the August
Edition. With the biggest
change, the introduction of an Editorial
Board, we will no longer have one Editor.
Designing Ways has assembled a team of
new feature writers and is collaborating
with professionals in the industry for
great articles and content.
Along with the implementation of the
Editorial Board, we will be introducing

DESIGN
Our design sets the stage for your life
or business. We transform ideas into
a presentation that reflects how you
see yourself in your space.

our new partnerships and collaborations
with various design, architecture and
trade associations and more information
on our team and partnerships will be
covered in upcoming Editions.
Designing Ways really appreciates all the
amazing support and wonderful words
from our readers and advertisers who
visited our stand at Decorex JHB, with
over 55 000 people visiting the expo
making the expo a huge success. Thank

CREATE
We combine functionality and
perfect design to create a space that
embraces your work and lifestyle.
We bring your space to life.

you to Black Orchid by Design who
designed our stand this year.
The team at Designing Ways love what
they do and are all driven by passion for
the industry. This Edition was an absolute
pleasure to bring together and we hope
you enjoy it as much as we do.

Designing Ways

INSPIRE
In every design, we aim to inspire you
by using elements from fashion and
fabric, bespoke furnishings, and objet
d’art. Every space is a work of art.

Black Orchid By Design – we design and create aspirational interiors for all our clients

Grace Crystal Chandelier
Code: L-KLCH62039/SG Large or Small

DESIGN • SER VICE • QUALIT Y
Viewing Showrooms Only, K Light Import supplies only to Retailers and not to the public directly.
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+27 11 234 1469 | +27 84 407 7132 | +27 74 111 2996
info@blackorchidbydesign.com | www.blackorchidbydesign.com
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Cape Town: 7 Kunene Circle, Omuramba Business Park, Milnerton, 021 552 4370
Johannesburg: Units 8 & 9, The Arena, Capital Hill Business Park, Halfway House, Midrand, 011 312 1247
info@klight.co.za I www.klight.co.za I Facebook.com/klightimport
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DESIGNER
PROFILES

‘ONE MINUTE MICKEY’ - Page 26
Rooted in a humanistic perspective, Marcel Wanders
brings back humanity in the technocratic world of design,
ushering in what he calls ‘the Contemporary Renaissance
of Humanism.’ Creating a reality in which designer,
craftsperson and user feel welcomed and embraced. With
each new project, Marcel Wanders defies design dogma,
preferring to focus instead on the holistic, romantic,
surreal, archetypical, rather than the technocratic. In this
universe, the coldness of industrialism is replaced instead
by the poetry, fantasy and romance of different ages, vividly
brought to life in the contemporary moment. Marcel
Wanders’ work excites, provokes and polarises, but never
fails to surprise, to celebrate and entertain. Regarded by
many as an anomaly in the design world, it is his mission to
create an environment of love, live with passion and make
our most exciting dreams come true.

Oak Engineered Staircase, finished with Rubio Monocoat Oil Oil Plus 2C- Smoke
Visit our showrooms in: Johannesburg +27 11 466 0701 • Cape Town +27 21 461 1186

www.forestflooring.co.za
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Since 1995. .

Solid timber floors & stairs
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DESIGNER
PROFILES

Sim-Ply Collection - Page 28
Haldane Martin is an internationally renowned
South African furniture and interior designer,
renowned for work with a powerful sense of identity.
Founded in 2002, his award-winning design studio
Haldane Martin Iconic Design is famous for its iconic
furniture design and high-concept interiors. Based
in Cape Town, Haldane Martin’s focus is hospitality
design – creating distinctive spaces with unique
identities and designing original furniture to enhance
experience. While his early signature furniture pieces
established a new South African design language, his
work has evolved to prioritise a harmonious balance
between aesthetics, comfort and customisability
while being economical, eco-friendly and well made.
For Haldane, a design is intuitively recognised as
iconic when it marries innovation with beauty and
captures the zeitgeist of the day in a timeless fashion.
He believes in integrating conceptual depth, aesthetic
beauty and elegant functionality into one seamless
whole.

12
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TRADE
WINDS

Gaggenau complemented by blu_line at the Decorex show

D

ecor enthusiasts and home
makers loved the inspirational
and trendy Decorex show
dedicated to all things decor, design
and lifestyle. Gaggenau, the luxury
professional-grade kitchen appliance
manufacturer, unveiled the brand new
Vario cooling 400 series on the annual
Decorex show complemented by bluLine’s new kitchen collection.
www.gaggenau.com/za/
www.blu-line.co.za

Lesley Fidrmuc spearheaded the KBAC drive to land the challenging Sasol head office flooring contract – an achievement that gave KBAC Interface’s 2015
Project of the Year trophy for the company’s Europe, Middle East & Africa operations. The Netherlands-based Julien Fanton (centre), who heads this division, was pictured with Lesley, together with KBAC board members (from left): Neil Duncan, Brandon Park, and Graham Park.

French countryside
slowly beckons for
“Face of Interface”

K

BAC Flooring’s Lesley Fidrmuc,
for the past 28 years the “Face of
Interface” to dozens of Gauteng
designers, is retiring from the bustle of the
city to slowly make her way to the peace of
the French countryside.
Lesley has represented Interface – the
world’s largest modular flooring supplier
– in South Africa since 1990: initially
directly for the global producer and since

14
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2012 for KBAC Flooring, which is the sole
SA distributor for Interface.
She is passionate about Interface
and its quest for total sustainability.
“I was in Maui in 1996 when the late
Ray Anderson, founder of Interface,
announced Interface’s Mission Zero – the
company’s vision of zero carbon emissions
in production as well as the life cycle of its
products. That memorable week instilled
the passion I have for Interface flooring so
it has been easy to convey that beautiful
flooring can also offer all the sustainable
factors today’s ‘green designers’ are
seeking,” Lesley recalls.
She believes SA interior design can
hold its own globally and has a simple
credo when it comes to dealing with

designers: Earn their respect through
professionalism - and show that you’d
go more than just one extra mile to help
them match client expectations.
“I have been totally at home at KBAC,
a company staffed by people who, at
all times, matched my obsession for
perfection. I feel as if I am leaving family
behind,” Lesley adds.
When in France in due course, she will
no doubt continue the addiction to first
casting an eye on flooring before anything
else. “I even look at the flooring first when
watching TV,” she confesses. Should she
visit The Louvre in her new home country,
chances are even the Mona Lisa will have
to wait for a secondary upward glance. dw
www.kbacflooring.co.za
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TRADE
WINDS

Cement door handles

Edward Colle
Appointed CEO
of Belgotex

“ intuitive and eclectic,
characterised by elegance
often matched with a
playful, magic touch ”
Alessandro Dubini

T

his month, Belgotex proudly
announced the appointment
of Edward Colle as CEO. Over
the past year, Edward has worked with
thought leaders and key stakeholders
to rediscover the founding values that
have driven the brand from strength to
strength. These values are woven into 35
years of history and will be realised in
Belgotex’s future communication efforts
as core strategic pillars.
Under the recharged Brand DNA,
Belgotex reinforces our vision to be a
recognised, world-class, African brand
showcase through our deep connection
with our people, product and the planet.
We are proud to be a local manufacturer
with deep international roots and a
progressive approach to providing
greener flooring alternatives – with
this, we seek to continuously evolve and
grow to remain a relevant player in the
country’s design community. The Sales &
Marketing portfolio will continue to fall
under Edwards leadership – his intuition

I
for good design, crafted quality and real,
human, experiences has been a catalyst
for our new brand identity.
Changes to the Board of Directors of
Belgotex Floors (Pty) Ltd include the
appointment of Frank Moffat as Chief
Operations Officer, Jade Peter as Human
Resources Director and Steve Truter as
Chief Financial Officer.
Please join us in wishing Edward all the
best in his new role. We have no doubt
that he will receive the full support of the
entire Belgotex South Africa family. dw

ts construction material is cement,
hard and soft at the same time, almost
velvety to the touch. The colours are
inspired by nuanced earth shades. The
style is contemporary with clean lines that
reflect and enhance the original choice of
the material itself, which is undoubtedly
the key feature of this piece of design.
The slimness of the rose, the only
structural element open to view, makes
for a stylish detail.
In technical terms, the handle is made
in cement reinforced by a steel core that
gives solidity to an ad hoc design. The
final conical cast wraps around, and
conceals, the inner structure to emphasise
dw
the purity of the form.
www.handlesinc.co.za

www.belgotex.co.za
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TRADE
WINDS

Quality italian leather is their business

Function with form

E

mmay Trading have been at
the forefront of leather supply
in South Africa for 15 years.
Their comprehensive range of stock in
Italian upholstery leathers includes split,
corrected grain, semi-aniline, oil pull-up
and laminated leather hides, in a variety
of colours. Their hides are of premium
quality - large, clean, soft, and absolutely
beautiful.
Over and above the approximately 40
different colours they have available in
stock in their Johannesburg warehouse,
Emmay Trading, through their close
working relationship with a number of
Italian tanneries, are also able to offer
leather hides made up to match their
clients exacting specifications, every time.

M

anufactured and installed to
perfectly complement the style
and meticulous interior design
features of non-security timber shutters,
AMERICAN shutters® new Security
Shutters are as elegant as they are tough!
Security shutters by definition need
to serve as effective security barriers on
doors and windows and must include
features and standards that meet the
stringent security requirements of
homeowners as well as short-term
insurers. The new Security Shutter range
from AMERICAN shutters does just that,
thanks to a wide range of security features
that include; Italian strip-proof locks that
operate a double bolting system, tamperproof aluminium hinges, and tamperproof top and bottom guide systems.
However, this range of security shutters
also offers a number of unique design
features, the most appealing of which

is the new ‘Gear Tilt’ system; hidden
within the shutter framework this system
enables smooth louvre operation without
the use of view-obstructing tilt rods. The
‘Gear Tilt’ system has undergone quality
tests, the results of which prove efficient,
smooth and problem-free operation over
an equivalent period of 15 years’ of daily
opening and closing of the louvres.
Interleafed shutter panels further
enhance privacy and light block by
reducing the light gaps between shutter
panels.
Made from architectural grade
aluminium, the shutters are powdercoated using world-leading technology to
closely match the aesthetic beauty timber

18
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shutters have long been appreciated for.
This hard-wearing, corrosion-resistant
finish comes in three standard colour
choices as well as customised colour
options. The Charcoal and Light Grey
colours have a special textured finish.
Add to the above subtle quality finishes
such as matching powder-coated hinges
and lock backing plates, as well as the
option to custom manufacture and finish
each order to specific client requirements,
AMERICAN shutters’ new Security
Shutters more than keep good company
with all their other shutter ranges.
dw

Their current client base includes,
furniture manufacturers, office chair
manufacturers, interior decorators and
designers, as well as hospitality industry
specifiers for restaurants, hotels and
casinos.
And now, Emmay Trading is proud to
announce their appointment as exclusive
Southern Africa distributors for Futura
Leathers; the first Italian company to
introduce the concept of “The Leather
Store” allowing customers to select
product available for immediate delivery.
(www.futuraleathers.com)
With over 36 types and 400 colours, for
upholstery; automotive; marine; footwear
and leather goods; The Leather Store at
Futura Leathers has leather in the colour
of your choice. No more delays: through
The Leather Store, Emmay Trading WILL
dw
meet your requirements.
www.emmaytrading.co.za

www.americanshutters.co.za
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TRADE
WINDS

WHY CHOOSE FOREST FLOORING..?

Design & Décor
Lab Decorex
show round up

FULL TURNKEY

SOLUTION

D

esign & Décor Lab, known for its
classic and contemporary design
and décor style, has opened a
brand-new showroom in Kramerville,
Sandton.
Promoting the beauty of elegant living,
the new showroom has created the ideal
place for clients to explore ways to add
decadence to their home by perfectly
showcasing DDL’s areas of expertise,
including a full interior décor service,
custom curtains and blinds, custom wood
and upholstered furniture, and custom
lamp shades.
With more than 250m2 of floor space,
the new showroom also offers more than
one aspect of décor with a full range
of accessories to accommodate every
shopper’s desire, such as the latest and
trendiest fabric and wallpaper designs
available for purchase in the new curtain
and upholstery library. In addition to the
interior extravagance the store offers,
DDL also has top-class designers on
hand to help clients with everything from
detailed décor advice to personalised
consultations.
DDL Recently exhibited at Decorex 2018
This year DDL showcased a dining
and lounge setting using the Rhythm

20 YEAR

GUARANTEE

COMBINED

250 YEARS

of Life theme from Decorex 2018 and
Spring as Inspiration for the design. Our
head designer Ridwaan, with the help of
St Leger and Viney who sponsored the
fabric came up with our unique take on
the show theme. Our stand showcased
how the right fabric selection with design
elements can give any home a look to be
proud of. Ridwaan used a inspirational
combination of fabric, furniture, design
and creativity to pull off our look for
Decorex 2018.
As decorators, our main goal is to create
inspired spaces that any client would be
proud to call home. Our custom furniture
selections showcased the quality of our
work and allowed new and old customer
to see why one should be buying from
DDL.

Our goal is to create rooms that
any client can be proud of, not just
aesthetically but showcases their own
personality in the room as well.
What clients had to say:
• Judith “Lovely décor specially for
modern home”
• Luvuyo “Very, very, very, beautiful and
unique”
• Buddy “Absolute beauty – Nothing
compares to this”
• Vinesan
“Fabulous
stand
and
outstanding presentation, good service
as well”
• Jennifer “Hollywood five star”
• Dorah “Your style is unique and
elegant”
• Mia “ The most amazing stand at the
show for 2018”
The new showroom, already open to
the public, can be found at Unit 101 B,
6 Kramer Road, Kramerville Corner, and
promises to deliver an exceptional décor
experience to those looking to upgrade
their lifestyle. If you’re looking for ways
to turn your home into a timeless and
luxurious space, come and view their
stunning designer furniture and décor
today.
For more information on our fullservice decorating service, or to schedule
a private consultation, visit our website.
dw

www.ddl.za.com

TECHNICAL
EXPERIENCE

VERY OWN
JOINERY
FAC TO RY

30 YEARS
IN TIMBER
INDUSTRY

WE INSTALL
THROUGHOUT
SOUTH AFRICA

Flooring • Decking • Cladding • Joinery

AVERAGE

5 000 m²

2000

EXPERIENCE

700 000 m²
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Staircases
built & Installed

15 Y E AR S

Decking Installed

PER INSTALLER

Flooring Installed

500 Walls cladded
& Installed

PRODUCT
QUALITY
CHECK

3000 +
Happy
Clients

100+ Qualified

Installation staff

AFTERCARE
SERVICE

VA R I E T Y
FLOORING
OPTIONS

Johannesburg: +27 11 466 0701
Cape Town: +27 21 461 1186

www.forestflooring.co.za
20

S u st a in a b ly
Sourced
Timber

Solid timber floors & stairs
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WHAT’S
HOT

All-wood spore light
Our all-wood spore light is precision laser cut and is designed
to emulate many elements that occur in nature, such as trees and
leaves for example, thus achieving a natural tone with its design.
The light lends itself, by design, to various fitments and
mounting applications, as well as varying globe installations. Any
colour variation is also available, or compilation of colours, thus
further enhancing its appeal.

AGA Blush
AGA has unveiled another of their new colours, from
their Contemporary Neutrals collection, called Blush – a
collection designed to add a sense of quiet luxury and paredback chic to any kitchen…
Blush – this soft pink with cream and yellow undertones
works brilliantly with other neutrals as well as with bolder
pops of colour.
Recognised as the world’s best cooking appliance, the AGA
oven commands a level of adulation more often associated
with the glitz of Hollywood fame -- and generates similar
devotion. It’s deemed the number one luxury appliance
brand and is revered as one of the top three design icons
of the century. It’s the kitchen centrepiece of Celebrities,
Professional Chefs, Royalty and discerning Homeowners
across the globe. AGA represents a lifestyle, one that owners
embrace and share fervently with others.
www.agaliving.co.za

Contact Gianni at G Electrical Designs to spec your colour
options and get one of these unique fittings into your home
www.gelectricaldesigns.com
0761731232
Instagram : @gelectricaldesigns

L-Cube with Vero Air as c-bonded
Manufactured with millimetre precision,
the furniture begins exactly where the
ceramic ends. The materials blend together
seamlessly to form a single, harmonious
unit.

Furniturespot’s Best for Baby’s Room
Furniturespot offers a wide range of furniture and made-to-order options, even for
your baby’s room. If you are shopping around for the perfect baby cot for the nursery,
Furniturespot will make your journey a lot easier.
Their Stijl Baby Cot is an example of a central item, around which, the rest of the room
design can be created. This is a modern convertible cot that can be used in the baby’s
room, from new born to age five. Often the transition from a baby cot to a toddler bed
can be difficult for children, as they tend to become attached to their familiar sleeping
environment. Children can move up to the next size bed without having to say goodbye
to their first crib.
www.furniturespot.co.za

L-Cube with Darling New as c-bonded
Darling New, the bathroom series for
individualists, presents an innovation:
Darling New c-bonded. Using this new
technical solution developed by Duravit,
the washbasin is bonded to the vanity unit
in an innovative way.
www.duravit.com

22
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DESIGNER
PORTRAIT

Jeremy Cole

Recognised by the London Chamber
of Commerce as one of the UK’s leading
manufacturers, Cole’s work has been
displayed in museums and is included
in prestigious interiors and architectural
projects internationally. Fashion and
jewellery houses, such as Bulgari, Harry
Winston and Franck Muller, also seek out
his unique light-forms.
Jeremy Cole’s singular style is an
expression of his homeland, New Zealand,
and its distinctive and stunning flora.
Light is gently captured in the glowing
ceramic plant forms.
Pieces from his collections include the
dramatic “White Flax”, consisting of 350
handcrafted ceramic leaves, specifically
arranged for even light distribution
that pushes the limits of its medium
and craftsmanship, and the beautiful
“Cymbidium Chandelier” made from
eight uplit porcelain cymbidium stems.
Most recently, he has added to the
Cymbidium collection with two stunning
creations; the “Cymbidium floor lamp”
and the “Cymbidium Ming Vase”, and
has introduced the “Chrysalis” collection,
a simple and elegant porcelain core
symbolic of the cocoon of a Butterfly. dw
www.jeremycole.net

His philosophy rests on
three points: beauty,
elegance and
craftsmanship

T

he award-winning artisan was
immersed in the world of design
at a young age. His earliest
memories were watching his mother
work in her interior design showroom in
Wellington. This family business gave him
a more active role through the years, until
his departure for Great Britain in 1999.
In 2004, a visit to London’s Tate
Modern carved his course. Cole had
glanced through a book, seen the image
of a near translucent ceramic vessel and
was instantly inspired to explore the
relationship between ceramics and light.
The next day, he set out to understand
and work with bone china. Two months
later he produced his first piece, the now

iconic Aloe Blossom – and was invited to
exhibit in Frankfurt. Predominantly selftaught, Cole has been courted by design
companies such as Royal Copenhagen
and Swarovski but chose the path of the
artisan.
Control over quality and production led
to a ceramic studio in London. Creative
triumphs offset ‘mad’ experimentation,
and recognition of his brilliance grew
worldwide. In 2008, a growing demand
saw his studio move to the homeland
of the ceramic industry, ‘The Potteries’
or Stoke on Trent and since then he
has moved back to his homeland, New
Zealand.
Today, his flora-inspired collections
are appreciated the world over. Not
only admired for their contemporary
style and timeless beauty, but also for
the care and skill each handmade piece
entails. Embracing traditional methods
of production with his own modern flair,
Cole is proud to employ some of the
world’s most skilled ceramicists.
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Camelia light by Jeremy Cole
Hand made matt white bone china
Stainless steel frame
Patent mechanical fixings
Production time: 150 hours
The Camelia petals are made by pressing clay
to get the rough form, shape and finish.
The petals are fired in the kiln and post hand
work begin with cleaning, grinding and glazing
Artist original signed by Jeremy Cole
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‘ONE MINUTE MICKEY’
by Marcel Wanders for Leblon Delienne
Mickey Mouse turns 90
years old this year!

T

o celebrate the occasion, Leblon
Delienne invited Dutch designer
Marcel Wanders to personalise
Disney’s most famous character with
a life-size model, painted in Marcel
Wanders’ signature style ‘One Minute
Delft Blue’. The piece is made entirely
by hand in the brand’s historic atelier in
Normandy, France.
Renowned for his eclectic and
extravagant style, Marcel Wanders
re-interprets the ancient Delft Blue
technique in a contemporary way,
inverting the traditional blue design on a
white background. This abstract universe
created by Wanders characterises his
style: he paints the resin model of
Mickey Mouse with his bare hands, in
an expressionist way. With this Marcel
explores creativity in a tactile, craftsmanlike fashion, whilst exploring his own
imagination of an imaginary icon.
In associating Dutch heritage with
the legendary figure of Mickey Mouse
added to the exceptional savoir-faire of
the Leblon Delienne atelier, Wanders
subtly mixes universes and eras to create a
timeless work. For the final touch, Marcel
Wanders creates Mickey Mouse’s nose in
a chrome gold finish, bringing a touch of
refinement and a wink of humour.

Leblon Delienne
Founded in 1987, the Leblon Delienne
sculpture workshop is opening a
new chapter in its history. Originally
specialising in producing high-end comic
strip figurines in resin, the company was
recently bought out by three associates,
Juliette de Blegiers, Jean-Pierre Lutgen
and Olivier Etienne. Passionate about
Pop Culture, Leblon Delienne breathes
life into our favorite heroes and their
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imaginary universe, by creating statues,
design furniture and pieces of art.
Leblon Delienne pushes the boundaries
of creativity by initiating collaborations
between international designers and
artists with Pop Culture icons.
Recognized as a French Living Heritage
Company for its unique sculpture
know-how and style, the workshop has
offered rare collectible pieces - true Pop
Sculptures - for over 30 years.

Disney
Mickey Mouse is the most famous
fictitious character in the world. Since
his creation in 1928, the public has been
won over by his playful, mischievous,
and adventurous personality. As the
official Disney mascot, Mickey Mouse has
become a universal pop culture icon! dw
www.leblon-delienne.com
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Sim-Ply Collection

D

esigner Haldane Martin has
taken an existing chair typology
and manufacturing technique
and gently evolved it to create the Sim-Ply
Collection. The result is well-considered,
balanced chairs that are beautiful,
comfortable, well made, economical, ecofriendly, on trend, locally manufactured
and available in customer-specific
bespoke finish options.
The Sim-Ply name is derived from
the simple curved plywood seats and
backs. The chair collection is visually
distinctive for its simple rounded forms,
cute proportions, friendly finishes and
an unusually wide backrest that hugs the
sitter.
The collection is made up of a dining
chair, a lounge chair, and barstools at two
different heights.
The seats and backs are made from
moulded Ash veneered birch plywood,
with an optional upholstered pad for
additional comfort. The cross frame and
legs are made from solid Ash, and the
chair is assembled with stainless steel
hardware.

The upholstered pads are available in
a selection of velvets, felts, prints and
leathers, and the wood components are
available in natural Ash and a selection of
colour spray finishes.
Interior trade customers can supply
their own fabrics and specify their own
spray finishes with Dulux colour codes.
dw

dw

www.haldanemartin.co.za
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Treading Softly

B

elgotex’s Eco-Pillars challenge
them to ask more of themselves
and less of the planet in all that
they do. They’ve implemented a 100%
waterless dyeing process, a revolutionary
move that saves millions of kiloliters of
water each year. Waste management is
high on their agenda, reducing material
waste to almost zero. In an active drive
to offset CO2 emissions and save energy,
they have invested over R20 million
in solar power, resource efficiency and
plant upgrades. They call this their Green
dw
Journey – and we like it!
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MANUFACTURING
OFFICE CHAIRS
SINCE 1937

Working Smart

O

ffices have undergone such
a radical shift over the past
few decades that the place of
work as we know it (if you belong to a
forward thinking company) has become
a welcome, inspirational, stylish and
even productive environment! It has also
become a vital representation of a brand’s
unique identity, a visual expression of
what a brand stands for in an increasingly
visual world. As we gain better insight
into the psychology of productivity there’s
been a shift toward designing offices for
the needs of their users.

The recent Regus Flexible Working Report found that a
staggering 62 percent of South African employees work remotely
two and a half days of the week or more. These individuals, which
include people working for corporates, work from coffee shops,
home and from co-working spaces.
The co-working office is a space where indiciduals from various
fields have access to the facilities of an office but pay hourly,
weekly or monthly. They can drop in, find a desk, booth or small
office and get to work, no strings attached. The co-working office
has become a fantastic solution for freelancers, start-ups as well
as large corporations who’ve found that property rates in central
nodes are becoming prohibitive, traffic has become an ever
increasing problem and flexibility has become a very real need.
But for those based in ‘traditional’ offices, things are also

At Geo Cloud we focus on ergonomic seating and desking
with optimum comfort and support, without compromising
on mobility and efficiency. Whatever your requirements for
holistic office and meeting areas, with our wide selection of
international and local ranges you will always be sitting on a
cloud, in front of a Geo Cloud desk.

1937-2018
Johannesburg Cape Town
Tel +27 (0)11 624 1509 +27 (0)83 602 5736
Email sales@cloudchairs.co.za Web www.geocloud.co.za
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looking up. Furniture has drastically
improved, with contract furniture no
longer implying bulky wheelie chairs and
dull laminated desk-drawer combos, but
luxury design pieces that look as good in
the office as the living room. With revenue
for the global office furniture industry last
year worth $79.9 billion, it has become a
desirable and profitable field.
In terms of seating, you’re likely to
find beautiful lounge chairs and sofas
in effervescent hues by the likes of
mega designers Antonio Citterio, Tom
Dixon and the Bouroullec brothers, to
name a few. Office design has become
as innovative and exciting a field as any
other type of interior design, with cutting
edge technical fabrics, light weight
construction and smart technology the
status quo.
When the subject of exceptional office
design comes up, we naturally think of
Google’s offices which combine fun with
a mentality to look after their employees’
every need. Airbnb’s San Francisco
Headquarters focus on creativity with
tent-like meeting rooms and floors
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inspired by different cities. Then there’s
Kwerk, the sexy co-working office in Paris
with a boutique hotel feel.
Sound absorption has never looked
so good, with acclaimed designers like
Sweden’s Anya Sebton who have focused
their attention on creating beautiful
acoustic panels that hang from the ceiling
as well as attach to the wall. These panels
come in a variety of fabric choices, colours
and designs which can be combined to
create artistic installations.
Spatial planning is a major player in the
modern office too. Today’s well planned
offices include a variety of work spaces
to suit various needs including pods
that envelope, booths for privacy, large
communal tables and even the humble
partitioned desk, albeit a far more stylish
iteration. Speaking of desks, the modern
office means that you often won’t even
have a desk to call your own, as employees
are now encouraged to hot desk, working
at whichever desk they desire on that day.
And it’s not all work either, with cool
chill zones stacked with books and deep
armchairs, sleep pods, laundry services,

crèches and cafes…even dj booths and
hammocks all par for the course!
Lastly, intelligent lighting has become
an integral part of the office lighting plan
where LED lighting systems are integrated
and digitised with a central, easy to
use system that intuitively responds to
changes in natural lighting as well as
detecting presence via sensors.
Mila Crewe-Brown
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SINCE 1946

Proudly BIDVEST

NATIONAL

Footprint

B-BBEE LEVEL

One
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Integrating
workspaces,
corporate culture
a fundamental
design principle
“Accommodating organisational
behaviour and culture, combined with
the need to cater for an ever-evolving
workplace, is a growing trend in
office and commercial developments”
according to Paragon Interface
Director Claire D’Adorante.

I

t is important to design office spaces
that not only embody corporate
culture, but that stimulate creativity
within the workplace. “We believe there
is a growing trend for workspaces,
meeting spaces, and break-out areas
to be incorporated and integrated
seamlessly as fundamental design and
planning principles,” D’Adorante argues.
Sasol place is an example of an enabling and supportive workplace environment

Workplaces embody corporate culture but also need to cater for the wellbeing of employees

Additional criteria are privacy, which
means adding quiet rooms, focus spaces,
and concentrated work areas; using
acoustic materials to minimise noise
transference; dividing open spaces
by means of planters, filing cabinets,
low screens, and existing architectural
elements to create a sense of personal
space; and using colour and texture, in
addition to stimulating furniture and
fittings, to create dedicated team areas
and neighbourhoods.
The Paragon Group combines
architecture, interior architecture, and
space planning under a single umbrella
to offer a complete turnkey service
to its clients. “We deliver commercial
architecture, master-planning, interior
design, and space-planning services to
a range of clients in all segments of the
property market,” D’Adorante explains. dw

Design variables that must be taken
into consideration are floor-plate
efficiency and space flexibility for future
needs, while simultaneously providing an
enabling and supportive environment for
staff. This includes team clusters, cellular
spaces, and stimulating break-out areas.
“Our design approach emphasises
teamwork and collaboration over
hierarchy and insular work practices,
and concentrates on creating a balance
between the individual within a particular
environment, in combination with the
particular workplace culture,” D’Adorante
elaborates.
Key factors here are flexibility, to
maximise space usage, and identify
potential growth areas in the building;
efficiency, which means creating multipleuse spaces; adaptability, to respond to
changing requirements and technologies;
and sustainability, which relates to ‘green’
and healthy work environments that
support the wellbeing of all staff.
Paragon Interface director Claire D’Adorante
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www.paragon.co.za

Meeting spaces and breakout areas have to be integrated into the overall design
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Advanced file
storage

Efficiency from A – Z

T

he Lektriever is an automated,
space-saving media storage system
which stores files, index cards and
information media of all kinds and makes
it easier to manage documents safely.
The Lektriever is the perfect spacesaving solution for storing away
everyday office items and sometimes also
extraordinary things. The highly dense
storage of important documents gives
operating personnel fast and easy access
in a clean and tidy environment.
As a first of its kind in South Africa, the
Lektriever Vertical Carousel provides
the following benefits:
• Reduces your current floor space
requirement
for
documents
management by up to 70 %
• Eliminates misfiling and loss of
valuable information with full
traceability
• Optional computer interface with
Power Pick Office Software for business
reports and integration
• Provides
authorized
access
to
confidential information, as well
as high-value goods by means of
automation

Sophisticated solutions for storing
and accessing archives of all sizes
Profitable in the future too

• Enables workers to access files and
goods in an ergonomic, user friendly
manner by eliminating stretching,
bending, climbing and searching for
documents and goods
• Increased worker productivity by more
than 40 %
Increased productivity
Productivity is easy to measure:
• How long does it take to retrieve the
necessary information or documents?
• Does it involve lots of unnecessary

Reliability, profitability and
discretion are the basic requirements in information logistics
for sensitive data archiving
for businesses, educational
establishments and finance.
The experienced experts at
Kardex Remstar are specialised
in this area and achieve the
highest efficiency and safety
standards for all archives. An
optimal orientation on ergonomics and flexible scaling make all
solutions future-proof, maintaining high-performance in the
long term. The right document
with one move – that is real
efficiency.

movements – such as bending,
stretching, or covering long distances?
• And what happens when something
has been lost or mislaid?
• How much time is wasted looking for
it?
Thanks to automation when filing and
storing media, the operator can carry out
work standing or sitting without having to
move away from the workstation.
Studies clearly show that people
working on the Lektriever are twice as
productive as those working on manual
systems such as drawers and horizontal
cabinet systems, lateral filing units and
static or mobile shelving.
Maximum storage space
If the entire room space is used instead
of the purely quadratic area, optimal use is
made of the footprint with the Lektriever.
The units can be installed right up to
the ceiling and can even stretch across
several floors (as long as this has been
taken into consideration when planning
the building) without the need for any
additional floor space. Compared to other
systems, it is the most efficient solution
when looked at in terms of linear metres
per square metre of floor space – the
Lektriever is almost twice as efficient as
drawers and horizontal cabinet systems.

Before

After

Visit us online at:
www.kardex-remstar.co.za

dw

www.kardex-remstar.co.za/za/storageretrieval-systems-za/lektriever.html

Find out more about your personal solution concept - we look forward to helping you!
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www.technodoc.co.za
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New flooring
system connects
offices with the
world outside

I

nterface, the world’s largest modular
flooring manufacturer, has launched
Human Connections, a new flooring
system that embraces natural elements’
relationship with urban neighbourhoods.
Interface’s
sole
South
African
distributor is KBAC Flooring with
operations in Johannesburg and Cape
Town.
The Human Connections collection
consists of eight designs that bring
humans in offices, shops, or homes
closer to “freedom” in the urban world
outside or to nature. The eight designs
combine innovatively to mimic city
surfaces such as green moss-covered
pathways, pavements with graffiti
scribbling, or nature-tinged red stones.

Human connections - Paver

David Oakey, who created Human
Connections for Interface, says the
collection responds to the workforce’s
need to connect with each other and life
outside while in the confines of offices.
“Human Connections’ modular tiles
achieve a new level of flexibility whether
as a seamless organic field, pathway, or
defined graphic space,” he states.
Included in the new collection are
Sett in Stone, Kerbstone, Paver, and
Flagstone - four textures that recall wellworn streets of the city. Moss and Moss
in Stone attach seamlessly to Sett in Stone
to introduce rural greenery in an organic
manner. Interface has also included two
highly patterned and colourful styles, Rue
and Stone Course, for additional impact.
The new range coordinates with existing
and popular Interface collections, such as
Human connections - Rue
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Human Nature and Urban Retreat, to give
designers and end-users greater flexibility.
Human Connections’ 50cm x 50cm
carpet tiles are treated with stain repellent
and an antimicrobial solution. “The
new range demonstrates Interface’s
commitment to sustainability as it is
derived from a 100% recycled, solutiondyed yarn system with 56% recycled
content. The collection uses Interface’s
TacTiles installation system which
eliminates the need for glue and the
dangers of staff inhaling hazardous
vapours. The TacTiles system produces
a floor that ‘floats’ to make tiles easy to
update and replace,” says Hannetjie Smit,
dw
KBAC Flooring Sales Consultant.
www.kbacflooring.co.za

Prepare to be Floored
Johannesburg
Tel: 011 608 4270
Email: infojhb@kbacßooring.co.za
Cape Town
Tel: 021 464 4320
Email: infocpt@kbacßooring.co.za

www.KBACßooring.co.za
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2018 Lighting trends

F

rom the warm glow of industrial
Edison bulbs and pendant lights
to oversized fixtures and geometric
angle pieces, 2018 will feature trendy
metal finishes and fixtures that are sure
to be striking, dramatic, edgy and retro.
Below are five trends that Streamlight
designer Brad Kalish says we will see this
year.
Shades of metallic
Metallic highlights work well with
contemporary décor. Resonating with
luxurious jewellery and elegant and
feminine features, this trending colour
will surely dramatize any living space
and exhibit the perfect ambience for
traditional, modern and contemporary
lighting styles. A post-modern asymmetric
light from one of Streamlight’s newest
brand, Schwung Homes called Soap B7
Chandelier is made of solid brass with
seven, mouth blown glass globes, which
create a floating sensation.
Minimal Bare Bulbs
Vintage Edison-Style Bulbs Lighting
trends in 2018 aren’t only revolving
around the fixtures themselves, but the
bulbs are making a style impact this year.
Vintage Edison style bulbs in open light
fixtures add a unique element to lighting
designs. Energy efficient LED lights are
designed to replicate vintage bulbs, which
gives energy efficient lighting a timeless
style.

Shades of metallic
Studio A - Schwung Homes - Soap B7 Chandelier

The Nando collection designed by Luca
De Bona & Dario De Meo available from
Karman is the perfect example of a brand
utilising Vintage Edison-Style Bulbs.

Minimal Bare Bulbs
Nando
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The future of office wall coverings

Industrial Style
Industrial interior design has lent itself
to rustic finishes, neutral colours and an
emphasis on metal and 2018 is focused on
using these industrial designs in a refined
way. Vibia has a wide range of industrial
style lighting that ranges from statement
lighting pieces to table lamps, floor lamps
and pendant lighting.
Sculptural Statements
A statement lighting fixture can
instantly add drama to a room whether
in the kitchen, dining room, living room,
foyers or exterior footpaths. Homeowners
are falling in love with the statement,
which refers to the size rather than the
design.

Industrial Style
Vibia

W

Sculptural Statements
Arturo

One way to incorporate this trend into
your home is with brands such as Italian
experts Vibia or Zava and homemade
Spanish lighting brand, Arturo Alvarez.
In 2018 we can expect to see gorgeous
statement lighting pieces such as orb
hanging lights, cage light fixtures, as well
as traditional lantern pendant lights. For
a trendier decor, go for oversized light
fixtures, modern chandeliers, or even
outrageously over-the-top statement
pieces.
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Botanics
A lighting system that introduces
planting normally associated with an
outdoor daylight environment to an
indoor setting, incorporates greenery into
lighting fixtures. Plants have for some
time become a trend in living spaces. The
addition of greenery to lighting fixtures is
an imminent and perfect representation
of this trend has been showcased in the
dw
Vibia Palma Collection.
www.streamlight.co.za
Botanics
Vibia Palma
3728 Silueta

all coverings have always
been at the forefront with
corporate
refurbishments.
Bringing texture and life to the walls,
they transform the environment. WCI
Wallpapers Pty Ltd has an enormous
amount of experience in commercial
and corporate projects, whether with
office refurbishments or completely new
installations.
It is with our vinyl wall coverings
that not only do we offer the largest
selection of designs in Southern Africa,
but our wallpapers are tried and tested
for commercial environments. Heavy
Duty vinyl wallpapers are designed for
high traffic areas to withstand bumps
and scratches, making them ideal for
small to large corporate environments.
Their lifespan can last anywhere from
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5 - 10 years and furthermore they are
washable, making them practical as well
as durable. The non-woven backing allows
the wallpaper to be stripped off easily
without damaging the walls which is the
main reason why they are so popular right
throughout Europe.

With the evolution of wall coverings
and the developments in digital printing,
we offer standard wallpapers as well as
custom murals. This hybrid wallpaper
solution allows clients to combine classic
wallpapers with feature wall murals to
bring something extra special to the office

environment. Gone are the days of offices
wallpapered in plain grey colourtones
and plain designs. Wallpapers are now a
extension of the personality of a business
with creative branding wallpaper options
to include corporate colours and logos.
This is taken a step further with open
plan offices and glass meeting rooms.
Specialising in digital printing solutions
we offer frosted, plain, pigmented and
contra vision vinyl options as well as vinyl
wall decals. These can be designed to be
incorporated with the wallpaper, making
the transition between glass and wall
almost seamless. We recently completed
the
new
PricewaterhouseCoopers
building in Waterfall City where all 25
floors have a combination of wallpaper,
custom murals and glass vinyl.
Its with this full corporate branding
solution for the modern office that
WCI Wallpapers Pty Ltd has necessary
resources to work with designers and
architects on small to large scale corporate
dw
office projects.
www.wallcoverings.co.za
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Contoured 20 - 30mm (±1mm)

Belgotex Grass

T

he Leisure Collection by Belgotex
Grass is a highly versatile, soft feel
grass perfect for landscaping use.
The medium leaf texture delivers a natural
look and feel to this high-value, quality
range. A designer root zone imitates a
complex vertical root structure for a truegrass look for picture perfect lawns.
Belgotex Grass has been designed for
seamless integration with indigenous
gardens. Our deep manufacturing
experience has led to the design of a
superior grass product with an excellent
balance of gauge, denier, stitch rate and
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pile height. We focus on the finest details
to deliver premium quality grass suited to
the South African landscape.
The natural appearance of stem,
leaf sheath and node make realistic
landscaping a dream but better still,
our grass is able to survive the harshest
conditions including arid regions and
savannah areas. To imitate the feel of real
grass, we constructed real-look rooted
nodes that send up bunches of grass
blades. Our grass is tufted using various
pile heights to imitate closer mowing
heights.
dw
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Blacfabrics’ beautifully crafted, extremely versatile outdoor collection ( Outdoor Indoor) ticks all the
boxes for performance but also excels in style and colour
www.blackfabrics.co.za
011 262 3130

A place in the sun

T

he modern veranda is a space
that is taken just as seriously
as its interior counterpart, it’s
an extension of the indoors with the
benefits of the outdoors. As a result, the
industry has upped its game. It used to
be that we had the choice of classical
wrought iron or chunky timber garden
sets to jazz up our patios and gardens;
but outdoor furniture alone now comes
in wood, wicker, powder coated steel,
aluminium and an impressive array
of plastics, many of them recycled, in
previously unimaginable colours and
designs.
Invented in the 1940’s, but not
really advanced and perfected until
four decades ago, powder coating has

seriously changed the game in outdoor
furniture, bringing with it a world of
colour with all-weather hardiness.
Made up of resin and pigment which
is mixed with powder, it’s a dry coating
that gets electrostatically applied and
then heated to cure, making it far more
durable than traditional paint coatings.
Arguably one of the most popular
outdoor furniture designs of the
moment, the Bouroullec Brothers’
Palissade collection for HAY is one
example of the contemporary appeal
of powder coated steel where form and
colour are now limitless. A few other
design stalwarts working magic with
powder coated steel are Hee Welling,
Patrick Norguet and Paola Navone.

Fourways : 011-691 7700
Silver Lakes : 012-809 3519
Umhlanga : 031-566 6777
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Bloc Outdoor is a well-established South African company that manufactures and supplies exclusive outdoor furniture for the
discerning home owner and the hospitality industry.
www.blocoutdoor.co.za

The Outdoor Free Hang is the modern alternative for your patio. The hi-tech SheerWeave fabric
manages heat and glare on your patio while maintaining your view.
ww.blinddesigns.co.za

Hardwoods like teak still hold
impressive endurance from weather
conditions and updates to more
contemporary styles have made these
woods an attractive option. When
it comes to sustainable materials,
recycled plastic offers the same
design aesthetic but with impressive
longevity. Waste materials such a milk
cartons are sterilised and compounded
and can then be coloured and also
finished for use in decking and outdoor
furniture. The warranty on these
composite alternatives can be as long as
20 years.
Classics like rattan and cane still have
their place in the sun, and in fact, there
has been a surge in popularity for these
types of wicker for their effortless, natural
good looks. The skill of bending rattan
is an art form with a long history, and
brands like Denmark’s Sika Design have
preserved and shaped the industry today,
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creating an appetite for modern rattan
pieces with impressive green ratings.
When you consider that rattan grows just
as fast as bamboo, it’s no wonder it’s on
the rise.
The textiles used to dress these
furnishing are equally as impressive. Now
used widely in outdoor textiles, acrylic
coated polyester is a popular combination
fabric that offers resistance against water,
sun and spills. Polyester begins in liquid
form as a polymer melt, after which dye
is added into the liquid before the yarn is
spun into synthetic fibre. Solution dyeing,
as it’s called, means the colour runs right
through the polyester threads, producing
all weather resistance far superior to
traditional stock dyes.
Successfully creating a room outdoors
requires a number of tools. Overhead
cover, whether it be a roof, an awning
or even a shade sail gives the space more
permanence. Texture underfoot brings

a sense of warmth previously lacking
outdoors and rugs have come a long way
in recent years with the introduction of
purpose made outdoor rugs. Made using
plastic or polypropylene, they’re water
resistant and bring you added style by way
of colour and pattern with many of them
being woven. The beauty of these rugs is
that thanks to their hardiness they’re also
a popular option indoors in high traffic,
or kid-centric areas.
Finally, the ability to enclose your patio
as and when you want to goes a long way in
creating a sense of comfort and liveability.
Canvas blinds are still a design classic, as
are reed blinds for their natural aesthetic,
but shutters have also become a popular
semi-permanent barrier thanks to their
attractive louvres and their incredible
flexibility when it comes to choosing the
amount of light or ventilation you want to
dw
allow.
Mila Crewe-Brown

AMERICAN shutters’ locally manufactured Decowood shutters are eco-friendly and economical and manufactured to the best practice
European and American quality standards.
ww.americanshutters.co.za
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a.b.e. launches new white cement on S.A. market

White cement finishes add elegance and
style to both exteriors and interiors. a.b.e.
Construction Chemicals now stock a.b.e CEMblanc, an economical white cement to cater for
both the construction and retail markets.

restraints in specifying white cement
structures. White cement has also not been
generally available on the retail market
before which means its potential will
now be accessible to experienced home
improvers as well,” she adds.
a.b.e CEM-blanc is ideally suited for
applications such as:
• High early-strength specialist products,
particularly where the added white
colouring and improved aesthetics are
sought;
• Coloured mortars, plasters (including

a

.b.e. Construction Chemicals
has launched a.b.e CEMblanc, a new economical white
cement to cater for the needs of both the
construction as well as retail markets.
Elrene
Smuts,
Communications
Manager for the Chryso Group, says a.b.e
CEM-blanc is a general-purpose white
Portland cement that provides superior
early-strength with added aesthetic and
decorative opportunities offered by its
colour tone, high strength and durability.
Smuts says a.b.e.’s new imported
product – which complies with South
African quality standards as specified in
SANS 50197-1 for type CEM II 42.5N
cement – is compatible with a wide range
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swimming pool plaster) and screeds;
• Architectural colour finishes in
buildings, bridges, retaining walls;
• Ready-mix and precast walls, columns
and floors;
• Decorative pavements, blocks and
pavers;
• Formulated, pre-bagged repairs, tile
grouts, adhesives and screeds; and
• Exposed aggregate finishes.

controlled fineness to ensure high earlystrength and late age-strength gain.
Concrete and cementitious products
made with a.b.e CEM-blanc are easy to
colour using normal pigments, resulting
in a wide colour spectrum with superior
colour consistency.

Smuts says by using the best available
technical grade limestone/clinker, a.b.e
CEM-blanc is milled to a carefully

www.abe.co.za

a.b.e. is part of the Chryso Southern
Africa Group.
dw

of quality admixtures such as produced by
a.b.e.’s holding company, Chryso SA.
“a.b.e CEM-blanc’s whiteness, consistent
quality, versatility and strength will make it
the preferred choice for both ready-mix and
precast concrete producers. The product can
be blended with fly ash, condensed silica
fume, ground granulated blast furnace slag
(GGBS), and limestone. Furthermore, its
high performance can lower the cement
content of concrete mixes giving the new
product competitive costing advantages
compared with other white cements now
on the local market. “
“The cost-efficiency of a.b.e CEMblanc will be welcomed by architects and
designers who have in the past faced cost
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FURNITURE
OF NOTE

Unique solid wood

H

OMEWOOD creates unique
solid wood furniture for
indoor, outdoor or patio use
in corporate, hospitality and household
spaces. Each piece is crafted by a skilled
and passionate team from a variety
of hardwoods including black ofram,
plantation teak, white oak and blackwood.
Homewood has been producing their
distinct solid wood furniture for over 15
years with their factory based in the KZN
Midlands (South Africa).
HOMEWOOD is passionate about
bringing nature back into furniture
through
designing
and
crafting
contemporary solid wood pieces just for
you and your desired space and vision.

Nkwana daybed setting in HOMEWOOD’s Umhlanga showroom

QUALITY
HOMEWOOD employs people, not
machines. No short cuts – just authentic,
traditional methods of craftsmanship.
They produce furniture with soul to last
a lifetime!

CUSTOM & BESPOKE
They work with you - per space, per
project, per idea - designing and creating
the perfect pieces to fit your spaces and
vision.

STYLE
HOMEWOOD’s ranges are inspired by
all things African (hand weaving being
a synonymous feature of many pieces)
with Scandi aesthetic (creating a mood of
the good life with just the right amount
of everything). They create for you, so
using their ranges is just a stepping stone
to what you envision. The purpose of
their showrooms is to touch, try, play and
dream to inspire you in your own space!
DESIGN
Work with HOMEWOOD’s experienced designers and trained craftsmen to
produce precisely what you have in mind!
WOODS
Natural, real, solid hardwood.
HOMEWOOD only use the best furniture
timbers which cover a large colour
spectrum, have incredible grains and
structural properties – the choice is yours.
They believe in sustainability and only
source timbers accordingly. The story of a
tree is in its wood, why change it?
dw
www.homewood.co.za
marketing@homewood.co.za

Nkwana couch with Nkayi side table
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Stark Consol with handweaved barstools

Duzu Tub
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Events

7 – 11 September 2018

DECOREX JHB

Impressive exhibitors and top design
mark the 25th Decorex Joburg

MAISON&OBJET PARIS
The leading home decor fair
www.maison-objet.com/en
4 – 23 September 2018
London Design Biennale
Somerset House, London, United Kingdom.
www.londondesignfestival.com
19 – 22 Sept 2018
100% Design London
Olympia London
www.100percentdesign.co.uk
3 – 4 October 2018
Design Chicago
theMART Chicago, United States
www.designchicagoevent.com
23 – 27 October 2018
Orgatec
Cologne, Germany
www.orgatec.com
9 – 12 November 201
Chengdu Creativity & Design week
Chengdu Century City International Exhibition
Centre, China
www.gochendu.cn
13 – 16 November 2018

T

he 25th edition of Decorex Joburg,
presented by Plascon, proved
exactly why this continues to be
Africa’s largest décor, design and lifestyle
exhibition. 57 361 visitors passed through
the doors of Gallagher Convention Centre
from 8 to 12 August where they got to
witness some of the best #rhythmoflife
features, products and trends regionally,
and from across the globe.
“For the milestone Decorex Joburg,
we really wanted visitors to be immersed
in the latest design trends and products,

while also catching a glimpse at the various
influences over the past 25 years that have
brought us to this phenomenal point in
décor,” said Sian Cullingworth, Portfolio
Director for Decorex SA. “We welcomed
a really expansive features’ programme, a
number of award-winning designers and
industry influencers, top quality décor
products and services, celebrity chefs, as
well as 22 show competitions to ensure
every taste and interest was met. We are
already excited to begin planning the
2019 edition of Decorex Joburg.”

Décor and design
A popular feature on this year’s
programme was the colourful Plascon
Concept Stand featuring the Mono Colour
Café where colour and product experts
engaged with visitors in this beautiful
space to discuss the latest interior and
exterior colour trends. Paint lovers could
walk away purchasing a 250ml tester
pot in Plascon Double Velvet or Plascon
Cashmere to test their colour in their
space. Visitors also got to discover their
individual design personality by picking
a room setting on an iPad as part of the
‘SoMe’ competition.
Brand Ambassador and Colour
Specialist, Claire Bond was blown away
at the high levels of interest visitors to the
stand displayed: “People travelled from far
and wide to get colour and product advice
from our experts. Engaging with them
indicated that greys and matt products
are still hugely popular and that, while
people are still loving the Plascon 2018
Colour Forecast, there is lots of interest
in the Plascon 2019 edition which will
be launched in November”. “Our visitors
were intrigued by the beautiful cabinet
which blends African influences with
modern design,” she said.
Internationally-renowned
South
African designers were given space at
Decorex Joburg to interpret the current
décor trends through their signature
styles. Taking to the Decorex Designer

Dorothy Van’t Riet Design and Décor Consultants

Spotlight was Joburg designer, Dorothy
Van’t Riet, and her team from Dorothy
Van’t Riet Design and Décor Consultants,
who curated an aspirational living space
exuding retro glamour and style.
One of this year’s showstoppers was the
interior space created by Decorex Joburg
patron, Stephen Falcke. This awardwinning designer has recently been
making waves with the release of his book,
‘A World of Design’ which chronicles 40
of his best projects in London and South
Africa. Drawing on this extensive design
experience, and tapping into the event’s
25-year history, Falcke offered visitors a
glimpse of 25 years of trends reflecting his
personal tastes and preferences.
Dedicated to inspiring visitors with
the most stylish décor settings, this year’s
exhibition featured the ultimate, two-

Downtown Design
Contemporary design fair
Dubai Design District
www.downtowndesign.com
22 – 25 December 2018
Hong Kong Interior design & Decoration Fair
Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre
www.10times.com/interiordesigndecoration-fair
1 – 2 May 2019
Retail Design Expo
Olympia London

story @home Trend Home presented by
Decorex. This masterpiece was curated
by Creative Director of Decorex, Anita
Bloom and her inspired team to give
visitors a real-world taste of the latest
#rhythmoflife trends and how they can
be cleverly incorporated into the modern
home. The team collaborated with lead
suppliers, @home and @home living
space, bringing in their latest range which
displayed sophisticated touches of gold in
the furniture, natural woods and opulent
velvets.
The Room Furniture, Clever Little
Monkey and Petit Love were then tasked
with designing a Nursery, Toddler Room,
Tween Room and Teen Room in Rooms to
Grow. This inspired feature took visitors
step-by-step, on a journey from childhood
and beyond, offering innovative furniture
concepts, styles and colour combinations.
For in-demand bathroom settings
and fittings, visitors entered the ISCA
Bathroom Trends Project where fashion
designers and winners of the SABC3 Wina-Home competition, Abiah Mahlase
and Bradley Muttitt, as well as renowned
'Lovilee' blogger, Kari Kelly created Urban
Playground and Future Folk bathroom
trends.
From the bathroom to The Bedroom
Project where three Joburg designers –
Anita’s Interiors, Décor Identity and Vox
Furniture – infused local flavour into
the 2018 #rhythmoflife trends in three
enviable bedroom settings: a trendy
apartment bedroom, serene bush lodge
room space and an elegant hotel room.
www.reedexpoafrica.co.za/decorex/

www.retaildesignexpo.com
Stephen Falcke
Information correct at time of going to press.
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Bgorgeous at Kare
showroom launch

KBAC Expo – the foremost flooring showcase for designers

T

he recent launch of Kare Design
showroom in Kramerville was an
experience, not only the amazing
products and showroom but the event
organiser Bgorgeous Events Catering
really made it a night to remember.
For the opening of Kare Design in
Kramerville, it was an opportunity to
theme the event around Christmas in July
(as the opening was held in July). For this
event they offered the full event solution
developing the theme around decor, food
and entertainment.

The KBAC Flooring
Expo annually draws
hundreds of top
designers and architects
from all over the
country. This year’s
exhibition is at the
Johannesburg Country
Club in Woodmead on
19 September.

I

nterior design is always evolving so
it is vital for designers and architects
to keep abreast of almost bewildering
changes that influence their specifications
– particularly in flooring where new
products, styles and trends now arrive at
an unprecedented pace.
But research takes time and costs
money which makes any one-stop
enlightenment highly treasured. This is
why so many designers flock to the KBAC

Bgorgeous Events Catering specialises
in creating memorable events for those
extra special occasions.
They offer
complete event solutions from catering,
decor, to entertainment, technical and
staging.
Themed events are certainly a favorite
and they pride themselves on delivering
these events in an upmarket and "in-style"
manner according to the latest trends and
designs. Even though a complete event
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solution is available, the biggest part of
the business is generated from catering.
Canapes, bowl food and roaming cocktail
meals are some of the menus booked
regularly. They make use of profesional
waiting service to make your event as
smooth as possible. Pairings are also
popular where food is paired with drinks
of choice (whisky, wine, gin, etc).
dw
www.bgorgeous.co.za

Flooring Expo every year to gain firsthand knowledge about new products and
developments from the world’s largest
and most respected flooring producers
represented in South Africa by KBAC.
So, after downing their tools for the day
on September 19, architects and designers
will again head for the Johannesburg
Country Club at Woodmead prepared –
as the KBAC slogan warns – to be floored
by a tsunami of trends.

This is a top-level event. Major
European flooring producers not only
show their latest products at the KBAC
Expo but annually fly knowledgeable
company representatives out for personal
interaction with designers at the KBAC
Expo. This means direct, personal
guidance right away from a producer or
from KBAC’s own team of specialists, out
in full force for the Expo.
The show, which usually progresses
well into the evening, is compact and
informatively dedicated to flooring. But
it is also a fun event - the perfect way
for architects and designers to renew old
acquaintances and network with new
ones while enjoying snacks and sipping
wine. At the end, there’s the cherry on top:
a lucky draw yielding a lucrative travel
voucher for a designer who will never
forget the 2018 expo.
In the end, all designers win at the
annual KBAC Flooring Expo. It’s a trade
expo that not only shows what will be hot
next year – but even beyond. If you would
like to broaden your flooring horizons,
contact Cindy Spies on email cindy@
kbacflooring.co.za for a complimentary
admission ticket.
KBAC looks forward to seeing you
there!
dw
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AROUND AND
ABOUT

Porsche Sculpture:
Goodwood Festival
of Speed, 2018
Chichester, United
Kingdom
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T

he Festival of Speed is a major
event in the world motorsport
calendar, featuring the latest
racers, championship drivers and
incredible displays of classic cars.
For these 25 years, British artist
and designer Gerry Judah, has been
commissioned to create the spectacular
centrepiece sculpture for the event. This
year celebrates 70 years since the Porsche
356 was first introduced in 1948.
The sculpture stands in front of
Goodwood House at 52 metres high,
towering high above the entire event. One
single narrow spine, starting at only 98
millimetres wide on the ground, shoots
vertically to explode into seven pointed

spindles, on which six iconic Porsches sit
dramatically at each end, with the seventh
spindle pointing sharply into the sky.

The cars displayed are as follows:
• 356 - the first Porsche produced in 1948
• 917 - an endurance racer as driven by
Steve McQueen in the 1971 film “Le
Mans”
• 959 Paris Dakar rally winner from 1987
• 918 Spyder — a hybrid road car from
2015
• 919 Le Mans Prototype from 2015
• 911R — a limited edition road car
introduced in 2016 representing the
latest in Porsche design.

Despite the sheer size—as high as
Nelson’s Column—the sculpture as a
whole is incredibly lightweight—just 21
tonnes of steel to support 6 tonnes of
cars. The geometry is based on a regular
truncated octahedron, this shape giving
positions to display all six cars, with a
stem at the bottom and a spire on top. All
parts are hexagonal tapered tubes, giving
strength and rigidity, and fabricated
entirely from laser-cut steel plate.
Gerry Judah’s installations can be
seen in the Imperial War Museum, St
Paul’s Cathedral and the India High
Commission as well as international
locations such as Mexico, New Zealand,

South Korea and an entrance sculpture
outside the Porscheplatz Museum in
Zuffenhausen, Stuttgart.
www.judah.co.uk

•
•
•
•

Client: Porsche
Design & Production: Gerry Judah
Engineering: Diales
Fabrication & Installation:
Littlehampton Welding
• Photography: David Barbour
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ALL
ABOUT ART

Johan van Graan

S

ince the age of five all Johan van Graan ever
wanted to do is be an artist. His mother was
a teacher and had this beautiful philosophy,
that your path has been worked out at birth. His
dad is a professor of Industrial Psychology and
used to lecture at the North-West University,
satellite campus in Vanderbjilpark. Johan shares
both their passions. Johan believes that art
is therapy; an experience where the students
develop and improve through techniques and
work on their belief system and inner growth.
He is currently painting emotional abstracts
and portraits on a big scale for Lumiart in
Kramerville, Sandton.
Johan went to an art school Die Kruin in
Parktown, studied fine art at the Vaal triangle
Tech and Open Window. In 2009 he won the
national make up, a canvas launched by Clarins,
part of the prizes were some of their wonderful
products worth R 15 000 and an article in Visi
magazine. He has been featured in the South
African artist. Johan studied Bodytalk, art
therapy, counselling, Mindscape, reiki and a
course based on the language of nature.
He loves visiting galleries, reading and walking
early mornings to unwind between projects. He
loves painting with oil, capturing the essence of
nature, figure and portraits influenced by inner
energy. When there is time he visits and paints
with his uncle, an accomplished artist. He loves
drawing and painting architecture, for him it is
about hopes, dreams and accomplishments, “we
are here to grow, learn to re define who we are, to
love, enjoy and take every day as it comes.” Other
mediums Johan uses are pencil, pastel, ink,
dw
charcoal, acrylic and mixed media.
artvision74@yahoo.com.
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ALL
ABOUT ART

W

Inscape in partnership with Thru the Chair
DESIGN MAKES A DIFFERENCE

LIFE AND DEATH
Through my interpretation of the chair I attempted
to describe ‘Life and Death’. The one half represents
memories and events, life’s typical wear and tear mixed
with bumps and bruises. The other half - Death - is
depicted by the fragmented and charred half of this
classic chair.

e have an opportunity every
day to make a difference, this
inspired the development
of a new initiative called Thru the Chair
which has been launched in South Africa
this year.
Inscape, the oldest multi-disciplinary
private higher education institution in SA,
signed up immediately to be part of this
exciting and creative journey.
Thru the Chair hosts the annual
Chairman’s Dinner where several unique
reinvented chairs are auctioned. All funds
raised are allocated to sustainable projects
and initiatives aimed at impacting
education in Southern Africa.

The aim is to expose 1000 unique
individuals by telling 1000 visual stories
through 1000 reinvented chairs to 1000
chairmen and chairwomen of boards
resulting in 1000 opportunities to make
a difference. Thru the Chair does this by:
• Promoting storytelling and design
thinking as a means to constructively
communicating a message, uniting
people and bringing about change
• Activating individuals and groups to
elicit empathy and action within our
communities
• Providing a platform to raise funds to
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“I enjoyed the variety of techniques that I had to apply
(e.g. saw, burn, cut, paint) to make my product. I also
really enjoyed the vibe around the campus during the
week of Thru the Chair – it reminded me of times when
my brother and I have worked together at our workshop
at home.”
Theo Smit - Inscape student

assist in solving challenges in education
in Southern Africa
Inscape students at the Cape Town,
Durban, Midrand and Pretoria campuses
were the first group of individuals to
take part in a Thru the Chair event. The
students collected over 600 old broken
chairs and then in March 2018 over a
couple of days, the students engaged in
storytelling workshops where they learnt
how to craft a meaningful story about
themselves, shared this with their peers
and in the process learnt about each

other. The workshop provoked empathy
for one another and a unifying of a diverse
student body. The developed stories were
then applied to the old broken chairs in a
process of reinventing them.
The event was sponsored by Belgotex
who provided the students with an
unforgettable experience. The students
received Thru the Chair goodies, lunches
and refreshments to see them through the
long and intense sessions. The students
produced 580 reinvented chairs within
two and a half days. The renewed chairs
were then reviewed by Thru the Chair and
selected chairs were exhibited at Decorex,
Gallagher Convention Centre from 8th
to 12th August 2018 where Thru the
Chair officially launched its initiative and
brand, showcasing the efforts of Inscape
students.
The exhibition was a great success,
enjoying a lot of interest from the public
and industry professionals alike. Chairs
that were on display, along with many
more, will be auctioned early next year
in an attempt to raise as much funding
as possible for beneficiaries of Thru the
Chair.
Get involved with Thru The Chair,
build a chair, sponsor events, share your
dw
skills, buy a chair!

FOURSQUARED
Being born with Hirtchprung disease, meant that my intestines
didn't work. Surgeons removed parts of my large intestine.
Having survived after about 13 operations, I discovered sports.
Following these early setbacks, sport has enabled me to fight back.
Competing in races often mirrors life’s hardships and yet I have
managed to finish every race that I entered.
"It felt good to create something that would make a difference in
children’s lives. I am happy to be part of change in education."
Ruan van Zyl – Inscape student

sphokazi@thruthechair.com
mathew@thruthechair.com
www.thruthechair.com
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Rubio Monocoat
All-natural timber oil

Rubio Monocoat is the only oiling solution Globally to be awarded
the Eurofins Indoor Air Comfort Gold Label Certification
“We utilised Rubio Monocoat on the interior wooden surfaces of
the SunSquare & Stay Easy City Bowl Hotels in Cape Town because
of their 0% VOC (Non-toxic) products, unique protection, as well as
the ease of application and maintenance. Rubio Monocoat’s
comprehensive product range and service offering, means we are
spoilt for choice on colour options. The Rubio Monocoat product,
which we specified (RMC Oil Plus 2C), enhanced the natural grain
of the timber and promoted a richness and depth of colour.”

Tsogo Sun - SunSquare Hotel

- Jenna Page (Blacksmith Interior Designer)
“Rubio Monocoat was the ideal timber protection and finishing
product for this Green Star rated retail project.The finished timber
products needed to be not only eco-friendly but also ensure
durability and ease of maintenance. Rubio Monocoat fit the bill with
its 0% VOC (Non-toxic) feature and long lasting unique molecular
bonding protection, which is easy to clean and maintain. The fact
that isolated scratches, or damaged areas, can easily be repaired,
makes spot maintenance possible to keep the timber furniture
components and timber floors in pristine condition.”

Menlyn Shopping Centre

RMC Oil Plus 2C (Interior)
Rubio® Monocoat Oil Plus 2C is a next-generation product that colours and protects your wood in 1 single layer.
The combination of the oil (A) and the accelerator (B) ensures a quick dry, quick cure and superior protection.
• Single layer application
• 40 standard interior colours available
• Enhances the natural look of the wood
• Easy to maintain and repair
• No overlaps or starting marks

• Average spread rate of 50 m² / liter
• Can be applied to all wood types
• Durable protection
• Ideal for all wooden surfaces

ANTIQUE BRONZE

AQUA

ASH GREY

BISCUIT

BLACK

NATURAL

OAK

OLIVE

OYSTER

PINE

BOURBON

CASTLE BROWN

CHARCOAL

CHERRY

CHOCOLATE

PURE

SAVANNA

SILVER

SKY GREY

SLATE GREY

CORNSILK

COTTON WHITE

DARK OAK

GRIS BELGE

HAVANNA

SMOKE 5%

SMOKE

SMOKED OAK

STONE

SUPER WHITE

ICE BROWN

MAHOGANY

MIST 5%

MIST

MUD LIGHT

TITANIUM

VANILLA

WALNUT

WHITE 5%

WHITE

RMC Hybrid Wood Protector (Exterior)
RMC Hybrid Wood Protector is plant based. Moreover, it contains no water, no formaldehyde or Volatile Organic
Compounds at all! Safe during application, safe for your environment! This oil is based on a revolutionary technology:
molecular bonding. This means that you only have to apply one single layer.

- Nadia Franco (Bild Architects Associate)
‘’We as Shopfitters, have chosen Rubio Monocoat because of their
large range of products and colours. We can adapt colours to the
many different specs we have with our variety of clients. The
products are safe to use, containing no solvent chemicals (0% VOC).
This is vital to us, operating in the hospitality industry. This valuble
feature assures our customers, and does not violate any health
issues.’’

The Monocoater Industrial Oiling Line Service

- Wouter de Klerk (Shopfitting Studio MD)

In short, a durable, efficient and cost-effective way to finish wood!

Salsa Mexican Grill Restaurant
“Savile Row uses Rubio Monocoat to get a good result in any
veneer work we specify. As an industry leader in sealants and timber
finishes, Monocoat are a preferred supplier for these products.”

WHITE

PURE

NATURAL

TEAK

BLACK

LOOK IPE

LIGHT GREY

TAUPE

ROYAL

CHOCOLATE

CHARCOAL

GREY

SUNFLOWER

VEGGIE

DOLPHIN

LAGOON

DRAGONFRUIT

PIGLET

POPPY

SUNSET

Installers can now work with pre-finished floor panels, minimising time
spent on site. Project managers and designers can look forward to
reduced labour costs and risk of damage to unfinished floors.

- Kimmi Kloes (Savile Row Interior Architect)

140 West Street Offices
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Megahey Learning Resource Centre
Zimbabwe

A

rchitectural

and Planning Studio (APS) was recently commissioned to design
the ‘Megahey Learning Resource Centre’ (LRC), which was funded by an
anonymous donation to the Peterhouse (PH) Group of Schools in Marondera,
Zimbabwe. The LRC was built in the name of ‘Alan Megahey’ a former Rector/
Headmaster, and is intended to honour his considerable ability and contribution to
the school, specifically in the fields of culture, intellect and innovation.
The building was envisioned by the donor as a synthesis between traditional ‘library’
and modern ‘IT centre’ – as well as housing an archive of information and memorabilia
collected by both Alan Megahey and Peterhouse School.
The building placement within the Schools’ campus complements the notional ‘Great
Court’ at the Boys School, and re-activates an old stone amphitheater to the North,
where open-air theatrical productions were once performed. Whilst the granite
cladding to the North anchors the new building to its contextual surrounds, the glazed
facade to the South connects the building to its projected future and opens up to the
ambient light and distant views beyond.
The building is intended to enhance and activate adjacent external spaces - thereby
multiplying the building’s effective footprint threefold and increasing its extended
student capacity. With this in mind the envelope opens up to landscaped gardens
and terraces, allowing the exploration of mixed media in a more casual outdoor
environment.
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The architectural approach aims to de-institutionalise the traditional library and
weave contemporary forms of media and technology into the fabric of the building
– making information of all kinds more accessible to students and teachers than ever
before, in an environment that is both stimulating and engaging.
The LRC is realised as a series of individual and collective gathering spaces under
one roof - where a spectrum of learning resources and multimedia, in all its forms
can be consumed, shared and enjoyed by pupils and staff. To this end the ground
floor is more public and geared to larger group activities, whilst the first floor is more
private and geared to quieter, smaller groups of people and individual isolation and
concentration.
The library of books has been intentionally saturated within the building framework,
whilst the array of IT options (Wi-Fi, internet, intranet, portable and fixed devices)
are seamlessly available to the students and staff in a multitude of forms, internally
and externally. Currently equal importance and accessibility is given to both books
and IT, however, as IT becomes more prominent and pervasive, and the printed media
becomes less so, the books are intended to be retained as a feature element of the
building and shown off for contextual posterity.
Within the building, books and computers are accessed from various fixed and
movable furniture, allowing for both static and flexible arrangements, depending on
group size and activity. Numerous recessed floor boxes have been located around the
floor plates, to allow for adaptable spatial layouts, and the constant need to recharge
power, or hardwire data, regardless of any future unknown IT advances. A new server
room is located beneath the stairs with a transparent door allowing for secure access
control, as well as a visual connection to the blinking engine room beyond.
Whilst the outside of the building is politely respectful of the school’s history, reputation and context, the interior of the building is more playful and designed to activate
imagination and curiosity. The double volumes and light/bright open-plan spaces are
intended to reflect the quest for a more progressive and innovative workspace, where
collaboration is encouraged and hierarchies between staff & students, juniors & seniors, and boys & girls are broken down within a relaxed, neutral space.
Access control of books, devices and people, is currently undertaken manually due to
budgetary constraints, however provision has been made for future connection to an
electronic sentinel system at each entry/exit, as well as an integrated electronic library
management and tracking system. Surveillance of student behavior is managed subtly
at the ‘reception’ and ‘career guidance’ hubs, which have broad views of each floor,
and CCTV is in place to record the responsible use and security of books and devices.

•
•
•
•
•
•

PROJECT NAME: Megahey Learning Resource Centre, Peterhouse (PH) School
ARCHITECTS: Architectural and Planning Studio (APS)
LOCATION: Peterhouse School, Marondera, Zimbabwe
COMPLETION: November 2017
GROSS BUILT AREA: 674m2
LEAD ARCHITECTS: Geoffrey Fox, Architectural Planning Studio (APS), with
support from Graham Cochrane (APS) and Tapiwa Mativenga (APS)
• PHOTOGRAPHY: Chris Scott-Scotty Photography

Vertical wall elements rise internally on both sides of the building, spanning the
ground and first floors – depending on their location and intended function, these
are either punctured with feature shelving, or remain blank and flat faced, with the
intended possibility of hosting pictures, monitors, or projected images that will form
a collective and constantly evolving display within the building.
Thanks to the internalised columns and cantilevering beams, the horizontal planes
of the roof and floor appear at times to float over the heavier masonry bases of the
building. Structural beam and column elements are architecturally emphasised so that
aesthetic form follows structural function. Locally quarried granite stone connects the
building to its geographic surrounds and the schools historic past, whilst rough cut
concrete blocks (used both externally and internally) offer continuity to its projected
future, as represented by the use of steel and concrete and generous quantities of
laminated glazing. The curved seating terraces and gallery above are emphasised
by the thinned edges of floor plates, the permanent formwork of aluminium edge
channels, and a brushed stainless steel & glass balustrade.
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LED strip lighting is used internally to emphasise the library collection, whilst zesty
and vibrant colours are used throughout to bring visual stimulation and excitement
to the internal facades and focus to the schools valuable books. Natural ventilation,
is supported during the winter months by tempered A/C, and water runoff from the
5 degree mono pitch IBR roof is channeled to the ground via a hidden gutter, and a
collection of articulated downpipes to the South.
In re-imagining the building typology, the architects considered the need for
meaningful human interactions, spontaneous media exploration, collaborative
networking, constructive knowledge transfer and seamless information exchange.
APS believe that the intended conceptual and operational success of any (active and
engaged) learning environment depends on a holistic and collective understanding
of emerging ideas relating to ‘Teaching Pedagogy’, ‘Information Technology’ and
‘Architectural Design’. Regardless of role or profession, we all need to keep up with
the swift and iterative evolution of these associated disciplines, and endeavor to bring
together the best of each – so that the end result is more than the sum of its individual
parts.
The architect would like to acknowledge the incredible collective effort of all involved
during the inception, focus group sessions, and completion of this building. From the
original vision and financial generosity of the anonymous Donor to the participation
and collaboration of:
• Specialist Consultants (IT Hardware & Software: Neil Padmore-Frampol,
Occupational Psychologist: Felicity Van de Ruit-Realise Africa),
• School Teaching Staff (Sarah & Andrew Shoesmith-PH),
• School Students (Various-PH),
• School Administrators (Head: Howard Blackett-PH, Finance: Mark Whitaker-PH,
Library: Kim Hulley-PH),
• Design and Project management consultants (PM: Jason Driscoll-PH, QS: Matt
Dove-Matt Dove Associates, S&C Eng: Cyprian Kunaka-Dickie & Kunaka, M&E
Eng: Mike Mawire & Jackson Taivavashe-ASMEC, Mobile Furnishings: Michelle
Wilkins-MAIA, Arch. & Int. Design: Geoff Fox, Graham Cochrane & Tapiwa
Mativenga-APS),
• Contractors (David & Richard Pereria-Rio Douro Construction)
• Subcontractors (Elec: L-electron, Mech: Thermacool, Glazing: Gryfox, Shopfitting:
Woodfactory, Steel-work: Neeves Ironcraft, Ceilings & Balustrades: MacWood,
Signage: Copperwares, Furniture: Only Italian, CCTV: Cadline, AV: Cold Fusion).
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smartvoll wins the
2018 AZ Award

Wien, Austria

The Austrian architecture studio smartvoll won the prestigious AZ Award 2018 for
their project Loft Panzerhalle in Salzburg, Austria. During the annual gala held in
Toronto, 64 finalists from more than 950 submissions competed for the trophy. The
Loft Panzerhalle won the award in the residential interior category.
Architects of smartvoll came out as winners at the internationally advertised contest
for the loft in the Panzerhalle. Their design captivates through specific spatial
dramaturgy. On 350 square metres and two storeys, the classic idea of a “loft” is
noticeable yet is being reinterpreted in many regards. “I never play with the façade, I
do not live there “, said Adolf Loos. As Loos has concerned himself with definitions of
space, smartvoll does the same, more than 100 years later. A special focus lies on the
exhaustion of materials and of what is technologically possible. Architecture unfolds
on the inside. The room and material concept develops the encountered and retains
the established. Smoothed and waxed concrete is one of the decisive materials for
shaping the interior.
“We wanted to revitalize the space’s original charm. Magnanimity and a spatial
experience of both storeys were priorities. In all dimensions.”
The space is not only being preserved, but it is being enriched by completely new
qualities. In order to ensure consistent brightness everywhere, smartvoll decided to
forgo typical galleries and to basically leave the upper ribbon window free. Bedroom,
bathroom and guestroom are distributed throughout the space as separate bodies.
The epicentre of the room is the kitchen – a seven-metre-long block. The whole
composition is rounded off by a concrete sculpture, or stair sculpture, which not only
opens up all rooms, but also appears to be carrying them.

Loft Panzerhalle - overview

“Through the stair sculpture, which spans across the rooms, you do not see the way
between the levels as a vertical, functional connection, but rather as an electric spatial
experience.”
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Lead Architects: Philipp Buxbaum, Christian Kircher
Project Team: Olya Sendetska, Tobias Colz, Simona Slavova
Project location: Salzburg, Austria
Gross Built Area: 350 m2
Photo credits: Tobias Colz/smartvoll
Client: www.panzerhalle.at
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Incidentally, the sculpture divides the room, creates a roof over the kitchen, recesses
and elevations and therefore allows you to stay in motion – and to see everything
from everywhere. The same applies to the glass shower, which protrudes from the
fully glazed bathing block at a height of five meters. James-Bond décor like this can be
found all over. The absolute highlight, albeit being a bit hidden, is the wellness area.
Fireplace included.

Spa hideaway

The stairs are an architecture within the architecture. Concreted in-house, the
engineering is being exhausted in all respects. A tender object with minimal
dimensions, but tremendous spatial impact. Something that does not allow for
competition: besides the concrete, only subtle, semi-transparent materials are
being used, such as Profilit to separate the guest area, curtains for the bedroom or
integrated furniture, like a hanging steel shelf. Every other piece of furniture seems
to be integrated into the construction. An unalterable picture, which celebrates only
free space.

Sleeping area

“Connections of space and view are being held intact marvellously and the room is not
being cut into different bodies, but can be experienced perfectly with its impressive height
of eight metres.”
At the lower level, the room is connected to two balconies. However, even this façade
aligns itself with the carriers of the concrete sculpture in the slant; the balconies
look like additional alcoves of the overall concept. They feature a contemplative zengarden, including a grassy knoll, a tree jasmine and a classic relax-terrace.
About smartvoll
smartvoll. It is not merely Phillip Buxbaum and Christian Kircher. smartvoll is a team
of unconventional thinkers and visionaries. Their focus lies unequivocally on the
architectonic design process. Having the goal in mind, they always pursue new ways
and try out diverging pathways to ultimately surprise with new and extraordinary
solutions. No thought should be left unthought when you want to turn a vague
starting situation into succinct clarity. The creative freedom during the design process
is being completed by a structured realism during the realization. Although, what
should never be missing, is an unpretentious environment where one can have fun
dw
and laugh.
www.smartvoll.com
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Bongani Rainmaker Logistics
Modderfontein, Gauteng

W

hen Bongani Rainmaker Logistics, a successful service company with
extensive logistical expertise, had outgrown its premises, the company
consulted with Johannesburg-based Architectural practice, Architects Of
Justice, to assist with its new office fit out. Having been the designers responsible for the
previous offices, the architects had existing knowledge of the company and its ethos and
were well placed to match the client’s needs with a modern, functional design.
Met with an empty shell at the new premises at the Westlake View Logistics Park in
Modderfontein, Gauteng, Mike Rassmann, partner at Architects Of Justice notes that
while initially the project took a while to get off the ground, the actual implementation
on site was incredibly quick. “We had a month to complete the fit out of the main office,
yet the project grew considerably from there in the sense that we also added a number of
offices within the warehouse for the operations side of the business.”
The initial thoughts of both the tenant and Architects Of Justice when they viewed the
building, with its raw interior and exposed services and concrete, was to implement
an ‘industrial chic’ look in the more public areas of the building, such as the reception
area and the call centre, and then, as one moves upstairs to the legal and financial
departments, along with the director’s offices, present a more standard, corporate look
and feel. “Fortunately, one of the directors of the company is very design minded and had
a clear vision of what he wanted. The appearance of his business is very important to him
and he wasn’t interested in skimping. Although Bongani Rainmaker Logistics is a logistics
company, through the nature of their work they have become very tech-focussed and moved
away from being purely a logistics company to more of a solutions company. With this in
mind, the directors wanted an almost Silicon Valley feel to the interiors which assisted in
formulating our design and reinforced the notion of doing the more public areas with an
‘industrial chic’ look,” he says
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Architects Of Justice began the process with a breakdown of the entire operations and the
businesses requirements. In total, across 1300m² of primary office space over two floors,
70 staff members are accommodated on the lower level (including eight private offices),
and 30 staff on the upper office level (including nine private offices). A reception, meeting
rooms, main boardroom and executive kitchen were also included. Furthermore, 1000m²
of operational office space for 70 staff is located in the warehouse, comprising individual
offices, open plan offices and a 100 seater conference facility. “For the warehouse
component, we created operations offices on the warehouse floor, as well as offices on
a central mezzanine level to give the managerial staff a bird’s eye view of the warehouse
activities,” says Rassmann.
Due to the short timescale of the project, an interior design firm, On Target Interiors,
was brought on board to assist. “This allowed us to focus on the space planning of
the project and the basic look and feel, and the interior designers were given certain
spaces and aspects of the project, such as the accent lighting in the reception spaces and
boardrooms,” explains Rassmann, noting that the interior designers could focus on these
spaces without having to worry about the implementation of the rest of the project. “We
wouldn’t have done the project any other way because of the timeline, and you can see
the results; the lighting, in particular, is striking and the ceiling finishes above the main
boardroom and the staircase are fantastic,” he says.
Acoustic tiles were specified throughout due to their sound quality properties, and
flooring-wise, hardwearing vinyls were used for high traffic areas and carpet tiles for the
office spaces. Indoor planting contrasts with the industrial feel of the spaces, softening
them and adding a natural element, while the colour palette was largely dictated by the
client’s corporate identity. The company already had a selection of good furniture from
their previous office, but have been supplementing furniture in the new office as the need
has become apparent.
“From a sustainable point of view, we installed motion sensors and LED lighting in all the
spaces, as well as a low energy air conditioning system,” notes Rassmann. Hard-wearing
and easily replaceable materials were used, along with a strong element of re-use. “In fit
outs such as this, the tenants often have an allowance, or ‘TI’, and any costs above this
needs to be covered by them. This usually only permits a small amount of glass internally,
but obviously more glass in an office gives a more light and open feel, especially in an
office such as this with quite a high concentration of individual offices. Usually a tenant
would end up paying in for glass partitions, and if they move in the future, these would be
left behind.” A demountable glass partitioning system, that the tenant had begun using in
their previous offices, was incorporated into the project, and a large part of their exercise
was designing the proportions of the partitions so they could have the best reuse in future
offices of the company. “This was one of the biggest hurdles,” explains Rassmann, “As not
every office building is identical, so we had to determine the best module which would
most likely be able to be reused in the future.”
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Developer: Fortress Income Fund Ltd
Tenant: Bongani Rainmaker Logistics (Pty) Ltd
Architect: Architects Of Justice
Quantity Surveyor: Quanticost Quantity Surveyors
Contractor: Abbeydale & Civil (Pty) Ltd
Interior Designer: On Target Interiors
Fire Engineer: Chimera Fire Protection Consultants
Electrical Engineer: MNS Consulting Engineers
Structural Engineer: BSM Baker Consulting Engineers
Photographer: Dominic Barnardt Photography

Another element of the project which required extra thought was the reception area.
“The original reception space in the basement wasn’t conducive to creating the type of
welcoming area which the tenant wanted,” notes Rassmann. The architects identified a
dry walled space between the staircase and the reception’s current location, removed the
wall, and created an intermediate lobby from the lower level which leads visitors up to the
reception area. “The initial design of the building separated the reception vastly from the
rest of the office, so we brought it back up and integrated it into the space. A focal point of
this space is the wooden element which was introduced as a screening element, to ensure
that all visitors, no matter which department they are going to, must directly report to the
receptionist, in order to avoid unscheduled walk-ins,” he says.
“Having a client who is knowledgeable about design made it a very nice project to work
on,” says Rassman, noting that while there weren’t too many embellishments cost wise,
the exposed services were a lot harder to deal with than originally envisioned. “Because
offices aren’t always done in this manner, the original contractors don’t lay every conduit
and cable tray perfectly straight, so that took a bit of work to ‘beautify’,” he says. “Overall,
we have a very happy client and this was achieved with the help of the contractor,
Abbeydale & Civil, who allowed us to execute the project quickly, along with Quanticost
Quantity Surveyors, because, especially with the tight timeline, any design decision we
made, we had to go back to the client timeously with the costs,” he concludes.
Despite a tight timeframe, the joint design team of Architects Of Justice and On Target
Interiors have delivered a modern, industrial inspired interior to the offices of a company
which has not only grown its staff complement in recent years, but also shifted its business
focus. The new offices allow Bongani Rainmaker Logistics to consolidate their operations
in a new home which reflects the company’s philosophy, but also takes cognisance of their
role as a responsible corporate player.
dw
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ON THE
TERRACE

Bover launches its outdoor collection
Cardedeu, Spain

M

aybe because they are from the
Mediterranean, the outdoors
is one of the areas in which
Bover is best known.
Thanks to their decorative look, the
Bover's Outdoor collections can equally
be placed both in exterior and interior
environments.
In addition to design, their durability
makes them perfect for commercial
spaces.
This collection’s common denominator
is the combination of resistance and
sensitivity.
Resistance since it is designed to be
able to live comfortably outdoors, and
sensitivity expressed in the delicacy with
which it sifts the light and the general
warmth of the lamp.
These features mean that both the
inside and outside of an architectural
space help to create a sense of continuity.

Cornet by Alex Fernández Camps
Photo credit: Bover Barcelona

Amphora by Alex Fernández Camps & Gonzalo Milà
Photo credit: Bover Barcelona
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ON THE
TERRACE

The Bloc range

B

loc Outdoor is a well-established
South African company that
manufactures
and
supplies
exclusive outdoor furniture for the
discerning home owner and the
hospitality industry.
The company is currently in an exciting
period of growth and positive change, with
increased attention to their social media
platforms on Instagram (@BlocOutdoor)
and Facebook, some new in-house talent
and soon, new product ranges. So keep an
eye out for these exciting developments.
Bloc Outdoor was established in 2011
in Cape Town with the realization of the
need to design and manufacture local
furniture suited to the outdoors.
The brand has a wide range of outdoor
products which are produced locally
under the Bloc name as well as imported
ranges which have been carefully selected
for our discerning clientele.

Elipse Outdoor by Alex Fernández Camps & Gonzalo Milà
Photo credit: Bover Barcelona

available materials and highest level of
craftsmanship, guaranteed to enhance
your outdoor lifestyle experience.
It is Bloc’s mission to continue to grow
to new heights, maintain great customer
service, and to maintain the highest level
dw
of quality in every capacity.
www.blocoutdoor.co.za.

About Bover
In 1996 Joana Bover founded BOVER
in Barcelona. After 20 years of market
development, what began as a sketch on a
napkin for an architect friend's project has
evolved and grown to become one of the
leading companies in the contemporary
lighting sector, with its own subsidiary
in the United States and a presence in
dw
countries worldwide.

The company’s success and growth is
attributed to its vision, passion, products,
customer satisfaction and its many
successful installations both in Cape
Town, Johannesburg and abroad.
The Bloc range, which is produced
locally in their Cape Town factory,
consists of a wide range of outdoor sofas,
dining tables, chairs, loungers and more!
All their products, whether by Bloc
or by import, are made with the finest

www.bover.es
Atticus by Joana Bover
Photo credit: Bover Barcelona
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

Reading between the lines

B

uying or selling a house is hugely
complicated by the language of real
estate agents. If you are a buyer,
property advertisements usually include
the word “stunning”. This could describe
the whole house, the view, the double
volume entrance hall, the newly renovated
designer kitchen or the entertainer’s
dream covered patio. Another option is
“stylishly renovated” which means an old
house has had walls knocked out, floors
tiled or concreted, recessed downlighters
cunningly fitted into pressed steel
ceilings, large glass doors flowing into
the garden with the furniture floating
aimlessly around the open plan spaces.
In a previous existence, the house would
have had walls for pictures to hang on and
furniture to rest against, defined rooms
with defined purposes and doors that
closed them off for privacy and warmth.
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A “modern compact cluster house”
with “open plan living rooms” is
really a large unwieldy passage, with a
couple of small bolthole bedrooms and
bathrooms off to one side. Features such
as “laminated floors” sound alarm bells;
they are often plastic and clicky-clacky
tacky. “A warm family home with endless
possibilities” means endless alterations or
repairs. A “spacious family home set in an
established garden” has the undertone of
huge trees (lovely) and lots of shade (not
so lovely in winter). “An appealing home
with perfect cluster-style living” - take
this to mean high walls, “manageable neat
garden” equals small and mostly paved,
“centred round pool and (you’ve guessed
it) entertainer’s covered patio”. “Cottagey
old-world home with large farmhouse
kitchen” means just that (for a change), an
old house needing renewal with a kitchen

begging for the designer overhaul.
If you are a seller, it is just as bad. The
market is “saturated”, “sell for less and sell
quickly”, “it’s a buyer’s market” (lots of
houses to choose from), “96% of sellers
are required to drop their asking price”,
the buyers “will want to put their stamp on
it”. “You’ve got the flow” suggests no open
plan spaces, but you can walk around
without tripping over the furniture. “We’ll
do an evening shot” so the dark will hide
the flaws. “Where is the third reception
room?” What for? “Where the kids can
play and watch TV” (locked out of sight
and sound). “There is no verandah” so
definitely no entertaining.
Either way, you are a loser when faced
with the onslaught of the realtor lexicon.
Gill Butler
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BRIGHT
IDEAS

A wall-mounted
light lit through
induction

T

he aim of the Induction Wall Light
is to use a scientific concept to
approach lighting in a unique way.
It powers a burnt-out fluorescent bulb
through an electromagnetic field.
A fluorescent bulb is normally lit with
a wired connection at each of its pins,
sending power through the filaments at
either end and causing collisions between
electrons inside the tube, which then give
off light as they pass through the bulb’s
phosphorous coating. When a bulb is
burnt-out, it will be blackened on its ends,
indicating that the fuses are blown and
that it will no longer work in a standard
fluorescent lighting setup. Despite the fact
that the bulb seems useless as is, it can still
be lit through electromagnetic induction.
Electromagnetic induction is the
production of voltage due to a change in
the magnetic field. Inside the Induction
Wall Light’s box is a circuit and a coil of
copper wire wrapped around an iron core.
Stomping on the Induction Wall Light’s
foot switch activates a circuit inside the
switch base, transferring power around
the iron core, which then sends electrical
current through the wire to the bulb
resting in the lamp holder. The active
current stimulates the gases inside the
fluorescent bulb, which in turn causes the
bulb to emit light.

purChASe A
COpy Of the

22nd Edition
of thE
BuyErs GuidE
tO enter

WIN a bed &
bath makeover!

Three Induction Wall Lights
Photo credit: Peter Andrew Lusztyk

Recalling that a fluorescent bulb is
normally lit through a wired connection
at its pins, the Induction Wall Light
leaves the bulb’s pin exposed to further
demonstrate that it uses a magnetic field
to transfer electrical current to a regular
fluorescent bulb. When lit through
induction, the quality of the light is
also different. Compared to standard
fluorescent lighting, the bulb’s glow is
less harsh overall, and is slightly brighter
in the side closest to the field source. The
temperature of the light given off depends
on the amount and type of gas in the
bulbs.
The Induction Wall Light offers an
opportunity to find interesting new uses

for existing materials without letting
them go to waste. Rather than destroying
a fluorescent bulb, which would release
gases that might be environmentally
harmful (i.e. argon and mercury gases
are commonly used in fluorescent bulbs),
the Induction Wall Light can power any
intact fluorescent bulb. It demonstrates
that there is still life left in old bulbs even
though they seem exhausted.
The Induction Wall Light received Best
Lighting Design at the 2018 AZ Awards,
in addition to a Metropolis Magazine
award in New York during ICFF 2018.

One LuCky wInner wILL reCeIVe An exquISIte
bedroom and bathroom makeover worth r70 000
frOM twO Of SOuth AfrICA’S fIneSt DéCOr SuppLIerS

www.castordesign.ca

The Buyer’s Guide 22nd ediTion
- 592 page hard cover book
- Over 3 000 Suppliers and Service Providers
- Available at bookstores, online stores such as
Loot and Takealot or visit our website
For a dose oF décor inspiration visit www.sadecor.co.za
Catalogues and lookbooks available in our Décorlogues section provides you with a first hand view of what our suppliers have on offer.
Our Décorshop links you to South Africa’s leading online décor stores, Our Décor Listings will provide you with the most comprehensive
online décor directory. Visit Our award winning blog, Marcia Loves It for new design and décor trends, inspiration & ideas.
All of the components of the Induction Wall Light. Recycled fluorescent bulbs are
given a new life by igniting the gases inside rather than being activated by the pins
on either end. Photo credit: Peter Andrew Lusztyk
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The electrical enclosure housing the Tesla coil has an oversized
aluminium stomp switch
Photo credit: Peter Andrew Lusztyk

Email us on info@sadecor.co.za to order your copy of the 22nd edition of SA Decor & Design Buyer’s Guide.
021 418 7768 | info@sadecor.co.za | www.sadecor.co.za | www.facebook.com/sadecor | instagram.com/marcialovesit | pinterest.com/Marcialovesit/
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ShutterGuard ® Matte White

TAYLOR
®
SHUTTERGUARD
SECURITY

10 YEAR
WARRANTY

RUST
PROOF

Contact us on 0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
for an obligation-free quote and expert advice.
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OUTDOOR

INDOOR

www.taylorblinds.co.za
@TaylorShutters

CUSTOM
COLOURS

BLINDS & SHUTTERS

Est.1959

